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Synopsis:

This book is made for all the women who want to lose gently a few kilos for their well-being
and their health. Written by a naturopath, this title will become a real method.
In a first time, it will remind readers all the basic notions concerning dietary rebalance:
proportions, ingredients to favour and those that should be avoided, the best dietary
combinations, the notion of good and bad fat, etc.
All these principles are to be concretely applied thanks to the seasonal programs: ideal to
feel accompanied all along, and to stay motivated!
Content:

! A guide to know everything about dietary balance: basic notions, dietary advises,
glycaemic index, food supplements, etc.
! A program following the seasons: balanced recipes, advises on how to customize
your dishes, tips to keep being motivated, etc.
The Author:

Christiane Barbiche works as a naturopath. She organizes conferences and seminars on
the Art of a balanced diet following the seasons. Every Thursdays she presents on the radio a
section on well-being and health.
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